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Rationale  

There exists a plethora of research documenting the virtues of formative assessment in 
helping to improve learning and teaching. One of the key successors reported is children 
being learning resources for one another i.e. Peer-assessment (Black & Wiliam, 1998b; 
Leahy, Lyon, Thompson & Wiliam, 2005). As documented by Leahy et al. (2005) children 
are identified as being better ‘spotters’ of mistakes in their peer’s work than in their own. The 
authors go on to explain the benefits to the ‘spotters’ as well as those those who have 
received the feedback in becoming more aware of the gaps that exist in their learning (Leahy 
et al. 2005). However, despite the strong evidence of using peer-assessment, closer inspection 
of younger pupil’s comments within jotters has highlighted that comments can often be too 
kind and lacking learning content. An observation that has also been documented by 
Orsmond et al. (1996). Therefore, this enquiry was prompted by personal interest to build on 
pupil’s feedback using peer-assessment checklist, a tool that allows evaluation of data and to 
record and discuss the learning that has taken place (Topping, 2009).   

Aim 

A small-scale study was carried out to determine whether six pupils who ranged in writing 
abilities can engage in peer feedback effectively through using peer-assessment checklists.    

Methodology 

Watzlawik and Born (2007) state that qualitative research is an accurate approach to access 
multiple perspectives within studies. Employing Watzlawik and Born’s (2007) principle, this 
study aimed to explore the perspectives of pupils’ feedback and engagement through 
collecting and analysing qualitative data.  

A peer-assessment checklist was devised that comprised of two different sections. The first 
included a set of writing criteria looking at the core language features of neat handwriting, 
correct sentence structure and correct punctuation. These key features are measured using a 
pictorial scale of happy to sad faces, where children would rate and traffic light the faces as 
they see fit to their peer’s work. Additional space was provided below for the option to add in 
any extra literacy criteria that may be required. The second section of the checklist provided 
space for pupils to write a comment on their peer’s work and for those who received the 
feedback to write their next literacy target.  

Pupils were petitioned from different literacy groups within the class who ranged in writing 
abilities. Three boys and three girls were selected that were aged between 7 and 8 years old 
and all were working within the first level of the literacy curriculum.   

 



At the end of each taught writing lesson, pupils had to swap their jotters to read and evaluate 
their peer’s finished piece of writing. Once the pupils had read their peer’s work the checklist 
was provided and pupils had to assess using the peer- assessment checklist criteria against 
specific success criteria and write their own comment. The checklist and written piece was 
then handed back for the pupil to read over their peer’s comment and to write their own 
literacy target. Additional evidence of teacher observation notes and photocopying children’s 
written pieces was collated throughout the enquiry to substantiate results.  

Findings 

Evaluation of results revealed some salient findings, with the peer-assessment checklist 
collating a mixture of children’s responses to their peer’s written work. Following the week’s 
progression of the enquiry, it was noted that the content of some comments changed from the 
focus of core-language features to genre specific features. At first some children would 
provide a happy face for all features and their comment would focus on the child’s 
handwriting and/or spelling (Appendix 1).   

Pupil 1: “Well done you did very good but you need to work on your handwriting” 

Pupil 2: “Today you have done super good but you need to work on a bit of your spelling”  

Although this is a core feature that should be an aim in all written work, it was evident that 
children can be very positive in their response and mainly focus on presentation of work 
rather than the content of learning, as seen within Orsmond et al. (1996). However, as the 
enquiry continued both pupil’s comments shifted their focus to genre specific comments as 
they mentioned:  

Pupil 1: “You have to work on writing in the past tense”.  

Pupil 2: “Good but try to work on your conclusion”.  

It is evident from the comments and the pictorial rating scale that pupil’s awareness of 
specific genre written criteria had increased and that they were more engaged in providing 
their peer with a detailed target. This was further substantiated with the children’s own target 
comments and recognising their literacy target (Appendix 2) 

Pupil 1: “My target is to finish my conclusion”.  

Not only does this comment demonstrate that children are attentive to the subject matter but 
they are responsive to their peer’s comment. Thus, were effectively engaging in peer-
assessment like previous studies from Black & Wiliam, (1998b) and Leahy et al. (2005). 
From teacher observations, it was also noted that these pupils’ communication skills had 
improved, where they took turns to speak in dialogue about their work and what features 
were good and what to work on next. One pupil said:  

Pupil 4: “Having a look at your story you had neat handwriting, good punctuation but you 
need to include the 5Ws more”.  

However, not all comments steered away from core-language features and some did not 
recognise the need for their peer to improve on in anything. One pupil coloured in all happy 
faces and noted:  



Pupil 5: “Well done you done well. Good Job”. 

On further inspection, it was noted that this comment does not match to the peer’s standard of 
work. More could have been focused on the pupil consistently writing in the past tense and 
extra care taken with their sentence structure. As a result, with the lack of detail in the peer’s 
comment on what the pupil did well in or what he can focus on for next time meant that their 
own target setting was vague and did not match their own work. Therefore, these pupils did 
not effectively engage in the peer-assessment process and use the checklist tool as an 
effective means like Topping (2009).  This can also be perceived within other comments 
when one pupil commented on what their peer needs to work on and that pupil does not 
acknowledge those targets (Appendix 3). For example:  

Pupil 6: “You need to use correct sentence structure and include the end paragraph brings it 
a conclusion”. 

In response to pupil 6:  

Pupil 5: “I did good but I need to work on a couple of things”. 

As the enquiry continued there was no development in the comments observed from pupil 5, 
with comments remaining to being vague using words such as ‘good’ and colouring in all the 
happy faces for the criteria. Again, correlating with results from the previous study Orsmond 
et al. (1996). In comparison to others, the interaction amongst these peers seemed to be light 
and quickly over with having little discussion about their written work at hand. Thus, 
demonstrating a lack of understanding and collaboration.  

Conclusions 

Leahy et al. (2005) noted that being immersed into the context of someone else's work can be 
engaging and result in pupils having a better understanding of the success criteria. My 
findings matched the authors’ results as some pupils did effectively engage in dialogue and 
assessment using the peer-assessment checklist. Comments and teacher observations 
identified that pupils included more detail of the genre criteria within their response to their 
peer’s work, as well as, identifying their own writing target. However, two pupils within the 
study did not vary their response throughout the enquiry and did not include remarks to the 
writing genre. Subsequently this showed that some pupils were detached from the process 
and could have possibly not have a comprehensive understanding of the content of learning. 
Hayward and Hedge (2005) warns that children may not take this type of formative 
assessment as seriously as the likes of summative assessment which has the potential to cause 
misinterpretations from both the pupils and teachers and therefore, affecting findings. 
Overall, the study was advantageous and linked to Toppings (2009) report where the 
checklist enabled some to give their peers valuable feedback and a platform of learning and 
support to each other.  

Implications for Future Practice 

While this study offers a greater understanding into the impact of peer-assessment check lists 
there are some weaknesses that limit this study. Factoring in time at the end of taught writing 
lessons, where children were mentally exhausted was an issue. The children wanted to speed 
through the checklist without having read their peer’s work in great depth despite gentle 



reminders to slow their pace. It would perhaps be more worthwhile doing the peer-assessment 
the next day when pupils are more alert and revisit their peer’s work, as it could produce 
greater detail within comments. To further substantiate results, the check list could have also 
been introduced to the full class and attain a higher study sample.  
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